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	Extreme programming adventures in C#, 9780735619494 (0735619492), Microsoft Press, 2004
See eXtreme Programming (XP) in action at the hands of an XP mater—and learn  Microsoft .NET and C# programming in the process! In this fast-paced, hands-on  exposition, Ron Jeffries—one of the leading voices and practitioner in the XP  community—demonstrates that you can write well-designed, resilient code  incrementally and safely, while minimizing your investment in speculative  up-front design. As Jeffries builds his sample application, you get firsthand  insights into what successful XP development looks like, complete with  real-world challenges such as the eleventh-hour change order. For further  practice and study, you can download all the author’s code—including missteps—so  you can see XP and agile concepts in action and assess how they fit into your  own work.

Pair program with an XP master, discovering how to:

	Streamline and simplify the software development process  
	Work more effectively as part of an XP development team  
	Reduce missteps by designing, testing, and refining code in increments  
	Receive clearer specifications and feedback from customers  
	Write cleaner, more expressive code—and weed out more bugs  
	Conserve resources by planning and reassessing progress as you go  
	Maintain a sustainable work pace—and avoid burnout  
	Step up delivery dates, shipping the most crucial features first  
	Improve customer satisfaction! 
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Network Management FundamentalsCisco Press, 2006
Network management is an essential factor in successfully operating a network. As a company becomes increasingly dependent on networking services, keeping those services running is synonymous with keeping the business running. Network Management Fundamentals provides you with an accessible overview of network management covering management not just...

		

Raspberry Pi For DummiesFor Dummies, 2013

	
		Embrace the exciting new technology of Raspberry Pi!

	
		With the invention of the unique credit-card sized single-board computer, the Raspberry Pi, comes a new wave of hardware geeks, hackers, and hobbyists who are excited about the possibilities of the Raspberry Pi, and this is the perfect guide to get you started...



		

New Models of the Cell Nucleus: Crowding, Entropic Forces, Phase Separation, and Fractals, Volume 307Academic Press, 2014

	International Review of Cell and Molecular Biology presents current advances and comprehensive reviews in cell biology--both plant and animal. Articles address structure and control of gene expression, nucleocytoplasmic interactions, control of cell development and differentiation, and cell transformation and growth. Impact factor...





	

Virtuelle Techniken im industriellen Umfeld: Das AVILUS-Projekt - Technologien und Anwendungen (German Edition)Springer, 2011

	In dem Buch betrachten Experten den Einsatz virtueller Technologien über den gesamten Lebenszyklus eines Produkts hinweg – von der Entstehung bis zum End of Produktion (EOP). Dargestellt werden Konzepte zur Informationsbereitstellung im Product Life Cycle Management, Simulation und Rendering, Lokalisation und Tracking sowie weitere...


		

Database Systems: Design, Implementation, and Management (with Bind-In Printed Access Card)Course Technology PTR, 2009

	DATABASE SYSTEMS: DESIGN, IMPLEMENTATION, AND MANAGEMENT, NINTH EDITION, a market-leader for database texts, gives readers a solid foundation in practical database design and implementation. The book provides in-depth coverage of database design, demonstrating that the key to successful database implementation is in proper design of databases...


		

Black Hat Python: Python Programming for Hackers and PentestersNo Starch Press, 2014

	
		When it comes to creating powerful and effective hacking tools, Python is the language of choice for most security analysts. But just how does the magic happen?

	
		In Black Hat Python, the latest from Justin Seitz (author of the best-selling Gray Hat Python), you'll explore the darker side of Python's...
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